is complete, | ax | = | x \ ΐ or each xeU so that σ is a continuous map of L' onto itself; furthermore the restriction of σ to L, σ| jr e Aut (L/K). Finally suppose that X is a compact topological space for which there exists a continuous map (σ,
the set of L-valued continuous functions / on X satisfying f(σx) = σf(x) for all xe X and σ e Aut (U/K r )) C Lίκ (X) is a ϋΓ-algebra. If E is any valued field, denote by C E (X) the continuous unvalued functions on X and give C E (X) the sup-norm topology. Clearly C L (X) => C LSκ (X) z> C^(X Proof. Let g' be the uniform closure of the K' algebra of functions generated by g in C L ,(X)\ since K is dense in K', g is dense in g' and hence it suffices to prove that g' = C L , ίκ , (X) 
Proof. By the Kaplansky-Stone-Weierstrass
Theorem [2] and Lemma 3, the characteristic function of V is in the uniform closure of the L-subalgebra of C L (X) generated by g. Hence, if s > 0, there exists fe C L (X) such that / = 2f =1 α^ where the α^ e L and the hi e % and such that | f(y) ~ 11 < ε if y e V while | f(y) 
Then if y e X, Letting ε -> 0 shows that g e g. The following theorem permits the extension of Theorem 1 and its corollaries to certain subsets of X. Proof. If x 6 X, take σ e Aut (L'/K') such that σxeY and define f(x) -σ~1f(σx). This definition is independent of the choice of σ, and /x is the unique extension of / to X which satisfies
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that C Ljκ iX) separates the points of X and that I is a closed ideal of the K-algebra C L!K (X). Then there exists a closed invariant set YczX such that
If f x were not continuous, there would exist a net ^GI converging to x Q e X such that the net f λ (Xi) would not converge to /i(α? 0 ). Suppose that This contradiction shows that f x is continuous.
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